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CRISIS, CONTINUITY AND CHANGE: THE EVOLUTION OF 

LATE BRONZE / IRON AGE TRANSITION IN THE EASTERN 
MEDITERRANEAN 

LONG-DISTANCE TRADING RELATIONSHIPS ACROSS THE 

CAROL BELL 

Taking its vantage point on the Syro-Palestinian coast, this seminar considered what 
happened to international trade in the eastern Mediterranean after the major destruction 
horizon of the early 12th century BC. Why Ugarit was never meaningfully resettled again 
is a question of regional importance with respect to gaining a better understanding of how 
and why the mechanisms of trade evolved at this critical time. That Phoenicia came to 
dominate maritime trade in the Mediterranean i n  the succeeding period is widely 
accepted, but the reasons behind this ascendancy need to be better understood. 

This paper was divided into three parts: the first two sections concentrated on getting 
better precision on individual relationships within the extcnsive maritime trading networks 
in the eastern Mediterranean of the LBA, presenting archaeological, textual and scientific 
evidence in a holistic way. The last part proposed a hypothesis with regard to which 
counterparties continued to trade in the earliest Iron Age. 

First, quantitative imported ceramic data (Aegean and Cypriot wares) were presented 
from domestic contexts at different LBA ports along the Levantine coast. An integral part 
of this analysis was to divide this littoral into four zones of interaction that reflected the 
coastal topography and routes into the interior, bringing us closer to the realities that faced 
long distance traders in the LBA. A world-systems approach was then applied to assess 
the intensity and directness of trading contacts between producer and consumer and how 
these may have developed over time. The results suggested that there was a higher 
intensity of trade with the Aegean at Sarepta, in modern Lebanon (implying that Aegean 
ceramics may have arrived by a more direct route) than at Ugarit further north or sites in 
coastal Israel further south (where Cypriot wares outnumber Mycenaean wares). 
Intriguingly, Sarepta is in the area that escaped destruction at the end of the LBA, often 
associated with hostile action by invaders from an Aegean cultural background elsewhere 
in the Levant. 

Second, given that bronze was the key strategic commodity of the LBA as the metal 
used both for weapons and tools, it was argued that cities on different parts of the 
Levantine coast had varying degrees of engagement in the tin and copper supply routes of 
the LBA. Ugarit played a pre-eminent role in this trade, not only in the case of supplying 
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tin (arriving by land from Central Asia) to the Mcditerranean world, but also with respect 
to the on-shipment of Cypriot copper. Textual information from the extensive archives of 
Ugarit’s wealthy merchants was prescnted to support this vicw. Moreovcr, four out of thc 
nine known Cypro-Minoan tablets were found in or around merchant houses at Ugarit, thc 
other five having been found at Enkomi. This is surely diagnostic of a close relationship 
between these two ports. 

Overall the LBA ceramic and metal evidencc suggests that the trading rclationships 
bctwcen the Aegean and Cyprus with different parts of the Lcvant littoral was not uniform 
during the LBA, either in intensity or directness. Ugarit seems to have had close ties with 
Enkomi on the east coast of Cyprus, while Aegean suppliers of Mycenaean wares 
(particularly containers) had a morc intense, and possibly dircct, relationship with Sarepta 
in the area that becomcs Phoenicia. 

Did any LBA maritime lrading relationships cndurc in the imrncdiatc aftermath of thc 
cnd LBA destructions? Evidencc suggests that trading links between Phoenicia and 
Cyprus, particularly thc wcst coast of the island, were maintained in  the carliest Iron Age. 
Strong trading links already existed during the LBA, and ceramic and balancc weight 
evidence from Maa-Palaeokastro in Cyprus was prescnted as testimony of both Aegean 
and Canaanite trade at this short livcd way-station on west coast of Cyprus. Evidence 
from graves at nearby Palacpaphos indicates that this city, which had looked west as wcll 
as east during the LBA, has ceramic imports only from Phocnicia during thc carlicst Iron 
Age - the highest concentration of these wares in Cyprus. 

Phoenicia and wcstcrn Cyprus had locally produced goods to trade and, unlikc Ugarit, 
were not dcpcndcnt on goods arriving from long, and now insecurc, ovcrland trade routes 
from Central Asia. Traders and merchants from these two rcgions werc already familiar 
with opcraling without imperial or royal patronage or protection and werc ablc to continuc 
trading, particularly with each other, in  the dark days of the earliest lron Age. Wc must 
hope that further cxcavation, both in western Cyprus and Phoenicia, will begin to f i l l  the 
major lacunae in our data in the next fcw ycars to test this proposition. 
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NEW RESEARCH ON BRONZE AGE TEXTILE PRODUCTION* 

EVA ANDERSSON, LINDA MARTENSSON, MARIE-LOUISE B. NOSCH, 
LORENZ RAHMSTORF 

Tools and Textiles - Texts an.d Contests (7“) is an international and interdisciplinary 
research programme hosted by the Danish National Research Foundation’s Centre for 
Textile Research (CTR) in 2005-10. The aim is to investigate textile production in the 
Aegean, Anatolia and in the Levant during the Bronze Age. The programme gathers a 
wide range of specialists such as prehistoric archaeologists, classical archaeologists, 
craftspeople, historians and philologists. Our reason for choosing this focus area is the 
complexity and variety of sources: textile tools, inscriptions with extensive records on 
production management, glyptic, frescoes and relief iconography in which various types 
of dress occur, as well as remains of archaeological textiles. 

The technology of textile production is much older than pottery and metallurgy, and 
probably developed from basketry in the Palaeolithic. By the Neolithic period the standard 
tools for spinning and weaving - spindles, spindle whorls, looms and sometimes loom 
weights - are a part of the archaeological record. These tool types continued in use in 
Europe until the medieval period, or even longer. 

Bronze Age textile tools are rarely discussed or published systematically. Confusion as 
to the exact function or functionality of textile tools has created sub-groups of archaeo- 
logical items the function of which is often interpreted randomly or according to the 
immediate impression. Categories of pierced objects such as ‘conuli’, ‘kylix stem 
whorls/KS whorls’, ‘bananas’, ‘pierced, rounded objects’ ‘weight?’, ‘net-sinkers’, or 
‘spools’ reflect the difficulty in underslanding the objects and their function. This 
represents a scientific obstacle, because variations within a tool group determine 
variations in the final textile product. 

Textile tool data is being gathered from the sites of Akrotiri, Archontiko, Arslan Tepe, 
Asine, Berbati, Ce$me-Baglararasi, Cyprus, Dendra, Ayia Irini, Ayia Triada, Khania, 
Kommos, Liman Tepe, Midea, Miletus, Mochlos, Mycene, Phaistos, Psira, Sitagroi, Tel 
Kabri, Tell abu al’Kharaz, Tell Barri, Tell Beydar, Tell el’Ajjul, Tell MardikhEbla, 
Thebes, Tiryns, and Troy. 

Bronze Age textile production is being investigated from four different perspectives: 
1) functional typology, materials, and combinations of tools are investigated through the 
recordings of more than 10,000 textile tools gathered and processed in a specially 
designed database; 2) archaeological contexts of textile production are investigated in 
collaboration with the excavators; 3) textile terminology in  the 3rd and 2nd millennia is 
investigated diachronically; 4) the functionality of textile tools is tested systematically on 
exact replicas of tools, by skilled craftspeople. 

We warmly thank Margarita Gleba, Ulla Mannering, Susan Moller-Wiering, Anne Batzer and all our 
collaborators for their work. advice and trust. 
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Here we focus on the results of the experimental investigation. The rcsearch 
programmc is based on a series of principles guiding the design of the entire programme. 
One important principle is that the extreme time consumption of textile production would 
lead Bronze Age people to choose the most functional and practical solutions in order to 
obtain optimal textile production conditions and results. However, the multi-functionality 
of sonic tcxtile tools must also be kcpt in mind. 

Experimental archaeology 

Scandinavia possesses a valuable tradition for experimental archacology which is a key 
component in the research programme. A preliminary study demonstrated thc potential for 
new rcsults in combining Acgcan cpigraphy and Scandinavian experimental archaeology. 
Ueforc the systematic tests of tools werc initiated, basic principles for the use of 
experimental archaeology wcre set. These principles form the basis of all CTR 
experimental work, together or in  combination, and represent our guidclincs when 
designing scientific tests. CTR principlcs for the use of experimental archacology include: 

0 

0 

The primary paramcter to be investigated is function. 
Raw materials, wool and flax, must be selected according to our knowledgc of 

Tools must bc reconstructed as precise copies of archaeological artefacts. 
All processes must bc performed by at least two skilled craftspeople. 
All processes must be documented and described in writing, photographed and 

All processes must bc analysed individually. 
All products must be submitted to external review by experts on tcxtilc analysis. 

Bronze Agc fibres and work processes. 
0 

0 

some filmed. 

0 

Experimental archacology is a splendid resource in the investigation of ancient crafts. 
However, only skilled craftspeople can providc thc exact rcplicas of tools, can use the 
tools correctly, and can asscss the qualities of a tool. More than one craftsperson should 
perform the tests, i n  order to avoid too many individual peculiaritics i n  the mode of 
procedure. The experimental testing was conducted by two experienced textile 
technicians, hand weaver Anne Batzer and archaeologist Linda MBrtensson, according to 
CTR’s principles for conducting experimental research. 

Thc CTR principles target a thorough gathering of data from previous research but 
also address the research of the future: the thorough documentation in writing and filming 
will allow our colleagues and the next generation to control our methods and results. Peer 
rcvicw, in addition, forms an integrated part of thc principlcs in that all tcst results are 
rendered anonymous and sent to an external expert, who evaluatcs the results 
indepcndently. 

Experimental test spinning 

One of the aims of the experiments was to test thrce diflcrent weight classcs of spindle 
whorls. It has been argued that whorls weighing less than LO g are too light to be used as 
spindle whorls. Thc tools used in the spinning tests were reconstructed copies of biconical 
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and conical ceramic whorls from Nichoria. A white fleece of low wool homogeneity was 
selected, weighing 2.7 kg, and with a staple length of 19-22 cm. After sorting, removing 
felted parts, dirt and the most irregular parts, 1.1 kg of rather homogeneous wool was left 
to use in the experiments. Twenty-two percent of the cleaned wool was discarded in the 
combing process. The wool was formed into bands of fibres and rolled into balls, ready 
for spinning. It took about 6 hours for two technicians to prepare 170 g of wool. 

The test spinning of the 4 g whorl showed that fine, soft and washed wool was 
necessary. Only 66 g wool was used in the experiment. It took ca. 9 hours for the 
technicians to prepare the wool after washing and drying. The spinncrs spun in  a Z 
direction which is considered to be the usual method in thc eastern Mcditerranean area, 
with the exception of Egypt. A total of 56 tests was conducted. It required more 
concentration to spin with the 8 g whorl than with the 18 g whorl. In tests with the 4 g 
whorl, the spinners added morc twist with the hand than they did when spinning with the 
8 g and 18 g whorls, and had to work a lot with their hands to make sure that the spindle 
was fed with a suitable amount of fibres while spinning. It was more time consuming to 
spin a thread with a light whorl than it was with a heavy whorl, Furthermore, there is an 
obvious difference i n  how many fibrcs the thread contains using different whorls, and the 
thread spun with the 4 g whorl contains remarkably fewer fibres than the othcrs. 

The time estimate only takes the actual spinning time into consideration, and time for 
the cleaning, sorting and preparation of the wool must be added. The average output of 
thread/h is: ca. 50 m of yarn/h (18 g whorl); ca. 40 m of yarn/h (8 g whorl); ca. 34 m of 
yarn/h (4 g whorl). This means that if 1 km of thread is needed for the weaving of a piece 
of textile, it would take: 20 hours to spin I km of yarn with a 18 g whorl; 25 hours with 8 
g whorl; and 30 hours with 4 g whorl. Contrary to what one might imagine, 1 km of thread 
is by no means sufficient for the production of a garment, but enough for L/2 square m of 
cloth with a thread count of 10 threads/cm2. The thread lengtW100 g of prepared wool 
measured ca. 625 m yarn / lo0 g spun wool fibres (18 g whorl); ca. 1000 m yarn/100 g 
spun wool fibres (8 g whorl); ca. 1700 m yarn/100 g spun wool fibres (4 g whorl). 

Weaving with the hand spun yarn from the 8 g whorl 

The threads were tested in a tabby weave of 10-12 threaddcm. We made the warp 1 m 
long and the starting border 30 cm wide. The loom wcights used were reconstructions of 
discoid, rounded loom weights (weight 183-87 g; thickness 2 cm; diameter of 10 cm) 
from Troy. Expcrrcnce shows that a warp tension of 18-20 g/thread is suitable for thin 
threads likc these. The loom wcights gave a tension of 18.5 g/thread. The threads spun by 
the two spinners were very well suitable as warp threads, and with a thread count of 10-12 
threaddcm, a quite open textile was produced. During weaving, the time consumptionih 
was measured. Alone, one weaver wove app. 30 wefts/h (representing app. 3 c d h ) ;  side- 
by-side, the two weavers wove app. 45 weft threads /h (representing app. 4 c d h ) .  

Conclusion 

The results from the spinning tests show that the tools, rather than the spinners, influence 
the quality of the yarn. This demonstrates how important i t  is to record all details of the 
spindle whorls in the archaeological record and context, in order to understand the thread 
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quality and the textile production. It was result also dcmonstrated that a whorl lighter than 
10 g works well as a spindlc whorl. It was confirmed that threads spun on a whorl 
weighing 8 g arc perfect for weaving and functioncd well with a warp tension of 18.5 
ghhread. Spinning with the whorls of 8 g and 4 g rcquircd concentration and i t  is doubtful 
that Bronze Age spinners could perform other duties simultaneously. 

It was confirmed that that a 4 g whorl works as a spindle whorl for spinning wool 
fibres, but the preparation of the wool demands much effort. The outcomc thread was 
much thinner when using thc 4 g whorl than it was whcn using the heavier whorls. The 
three different whorls produced three different thread qualities. 
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17th January 2007 

THE POWER OF TECHNOLOGY IN THE AEGEAN AND EAST 
MEDITERRANEAN BRONZE AGE: THE CASE OF WALL PAINTINGS 

ANN BRYSBAERT 

Bronze Age painted plaster i n  the Aegean and the eastern Mediterranean has been studied 
from a range of different but isolated viewpoints. One of the current questions about this 
material is its direction of transfer. Within this current debate, Aegean prehistorians 
mainly have suggested a transfer from west to east while Knapp, Sherratt and Woolley 
suggested that a transfer from east to west is also possible. 

The discussion of transfer has been based mainly on iconographic and a few isolated 
technological studies. Therefore, my study aimed, first, to investigate the direction of 
technological transfer and see how it related to the iconographic transfer. Second, I aim to 
shed light on the forces behind the technological transfer of this painting tradition and by 
investigating the multiple social identities of human actors involved. 

My research has brought both technological and iconographic (and other) approaches 
closer together: I )  by completing certain gaps in the literature on technology and 2) by 
investigating how and why technological transfer has developed and what broader impact 
this had on the wider social dynamics of the late MBA and LBA in the eastern 
Mediterranean. 

The topic of painted plaster was approached by an interdisciplinary methodology. 
After a thorough macro- and microscopic study, a selection of analytical techniques was 
employed on a set of carefully selected samples from sixteen sites. These combined data 
provided the mineralogical and chemical characterization of pigments and plaster. 
.Underlying this approach was the attention paid to conservation and preservation issues. 
This resulted, for instance, in two pilot studies in which the data of two non-destructive 
techniques were compared with those of the more traditional ones with a view to future 
sample reduction strategies. 

Furthermore, the analytical results were enriched by small-scale experiments 
conducted in order to reveal more about the technologies involved. Moreover, these 
experiments provided insights in human aspects of the craft, its labour division and 
complexity. When human actors and their interactions, with each other and their material 
world, are placed in the centre of the scene, it demonstrates the human forces through 
which transfer was enabled and how multiple social identities and the inter-relationships 
of these actors with each other and their material world were expressed through their craft 
production and organization (such as clear aspects of cross-craft interaction). 

The investigated data from seventeen sites in  total has been contextualised within a 
wider framework of Bronze Age interconnections both in time and space because studying 
painted plaster in the Aegean cannot be considered separate from similar traditions both in 
Egypt and in the Near East. 

This study made clear that i t  is not possible to deduce a one-way directional transfer of 
this painting tradition. Furthermore, by integrating both technology and iconography with 
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its hybrid character, a clear ‘technological style’ was defined in thc al fresco work found 
on these spccific sites. Every aspect of technology, iconography and style reinforces each 
other within this tcchnological style and shows how iconography, style technology are 
inseparable. 

Based on my research, I suggest that the technological transfer most likely moved 
from west to east but not in a pure linear way. Moreover, materials, techniques and know- 
ledge werc transferred as a ‘packagc of technology’ but this package was not uniform over 
all sites. While strong similarities in  technological traits were certainly detectable, a lcvel 
of differences existed as well and both phenomena are taken into account when discussing 
relevancy to and important implications in thc broader politico-economic and social 
dynamics of the eastern Mediterranean during the LBA. Since this a r tha f t  was very much 
elite-owned, i t  shows how the smaller states in the LBA, such as the rcgions of the 
Acgcan, were capable of staying within the large tradc and exchange network that 
comprised the large powers of the East and Egypt. Peoples from Crete, several other 
islands and the Greek mainland had their own resourccs to offer i n  LBA trade and 
exchange networks, and gift-giving and these assets were clearly appreciated at several 
large centres. The painted plaster reflects a very visible presence in the archaeological 
record, even though there is a level of invisibility about producing it. Moreover, bccause it 
cannot be transported without its artisans, the phenomenon of painted plaster here 
suggests specific interactions of royal courts i n  the East with the Aegean peoples. At all of 
these places in the East - Miletus, Hattusha, Tell Alalakh [Turkey], Qatna [Syria], Tel 
Kabri [Israel], Tell el-Dab’a [Egypt], but not Tell Sakka [Syria] - other material remains 
or Aegean origin were found. These reinforce the notion of contact but it does not 
necessarily reflect thc physical prcsence of Aegean people on a permanent or temporary 
basis. Only the painted plaster required at least temporary prcscnce of a small team of 
minimum two painters and minimum two plasterers. Exactly this factor forms an 
argument in support of travelling artisans albeit not travelling freely, who, in turn, shed 
light onto broader aspects of contact, trade and exchange mechanisms during the late 
MBA and LBA. 
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TECHNOLOGY AND SPATIAL ORGANIZATION OF EBA METAL 
PRODUCTION: NEW LIGHT FROM THE CYCLADES AND ATTICA 

MYRTOGEORGAKOPOULOU 

In the last three decades a wealth of cvidence has been brought forward that highlights the 
importance of the Cyclades and south-eastern Attica in Aegean EBA metal supply. Until 
recently the majority of such evidence came mainly indirectly through the extensive 
application of lead isotope analysis. The contribution of this work in  the field of Aegean 
metallurgy has been significant, but an in-depth review shows that substantial limitations 
exist in the accumulated lead isotope database, while several of thc technological assump- 
tions that underlie interpretation of the data remain to be conclusively proved or 
disproved. The results of this work, targeted at addressing issues of metal provenance and 
circulation, also indirectly influenced and largely shaped currently held models on Aegean 
Bronze Age metal production, as direct studies of production remained comparatively 
behind. This picture is now changing as several comprehensive field and laboratory 
studies of production sites and remains are being undertaken. Copper smelting sites are 
being invcstigated on the islands of Kythnos, Seriphos and Keros, while lead-silver 
production is attested on Siphnos as well as several sites on south-eastern Attica. This 
paper presented a synthesis of the recently gathered archaeometallurgical evidence from 
this region. The scope was to examine how the work carried out so far influences 
perceptions of spatial organization of EBA metallurgical activities in this region and to 
draw attention to technological similarities and differences between sites. 

Starting with copper production in the EBA Cyclades, this paper discussed the 
distribution of smelting sites, showing a comparative concentration on the western islands, 
their relation to potential ore sources and hetalworking sites, as well as their association 
with contemporaneous settlements. Turning to technological aspects of metal production, 
the paper focused on three particular aspects. The first was the structure of the known 
copper smelting furnaces. The presence of perforated furnaces on several southern Aegean 
copper smelting sites is intriguing, while similarly interesting is their apparent absence on 
other sites in the same region. In addition, at least two other furnace types have been 
reported. The second issue to be treated concerned the production of arsenical copper 
alloys, usually considered accidental products of smelting arsenical copper minerals. In 
fact, a closer look at the analytical data available so far shows that this assumption is 
largely unfounded. The admittedly still limited available evidence indicates that different 
pathways may have been followed for the production of these alloys in the EBA Aegean. 
Finally, considerable developments in the study of lead-silver metallurgy havk come from 
excavations on south-eastern Attica. A new type of litharge, the bowl-shaped, has been 
identified in large quantities in this region and lately also on the island of Siphnos. Several 
morphological differences can be identified in these finds that will need to be interpreted, 
while overall the technology of the associated metallurgical process forms the subject of 
an ongoing comprehensive laboratory study. 
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The synthesis attempted in  this paper, demonstrated the significant progress i n  current 
understanding of metal production in the EBA Cycladcs and Attica and identified 
particular fields that merit further work. Emphasis was placed on thc value of small-scale 
regional arcliacometallurgical studies and their potential in offering substantial further 
resolution on the organization and role of metal production i n  the EBA Aegean. 
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MINOAN AND MYCENAEAN ARCHIVES: THE PROBLEM OF 
DOCUMENTS ON PERISHABLE MATERIALS 

MASSIMO PERNA 

One of the reasons that has always made one suspect the existence of Linear B documents 
on perishable materials is the relative scarcity of clay documents found in Mycenaean 
palaces compared with the contemporary palaces of the Near East which, in many cases, 
have yielded tens of thousands of texts. The second reason is that Linear B tablets were 
not intentionally baked, and this could have been due to the fact that they were 
preliminary drafts, which must have been destroyed in the brief lapse of time to be then 
transcribed on other documents of a perishable material, in the form. of monthly 
statements, balances, etc. 

Observing the Linear A tablets we notice that the quantity of information contained in 
these documents is very modest. In fact, they mostly concern simple registrations of 
incoming or outgoing deliveries; 90% deal with grain, oil, wine, olives and figs pertaining 
to anthroponyms and toponyms. The limited number of these clay documents contrasts, 
however, with the existence in Linear A archives of more than two thousand sealed 
documents - above all one-hole or two-hole hanging nodules - and in particular ca. 708 
flat-based nodules. Modern casts taken from the imprints on their undersides indicate that 
these clay nodules (impressed with one or more seal impressions) were shaped around 
pieces of folded parchment. 

This fact demonstrates that the surviving Linear A documentation not only represents 
a small part of the original written material, but also gives us a false image of what the 
Minoans put down in writing, inasmuch as parchment and papyrus documents could have 
treated themes normally seen in the Near Eastern archives. Furthermore, one should not 
underestimate thc fact that the Minoans wrote on a wide variety of supports: e.g. stone, 
painted or incised terracotta vases, bronze, gold, silver, precious stones and even on 
plaster. 

The Mycenaean documentation presents characteristics and aspccts profoundly 
different from those of the Minoan. Firstly, a Linear B tablet furnishes much more inform- 
ation than a Linear A tablet. Entire sectors of the economy are treated, e.g. textile 
production, animal rearing, the distribution of bronze, the registration of taxes, the registr- 
ation of lands, religious offerings, etc. Secondly, the schema of a Linear B tablet is clearly 
more complex, articulated and complete than a Linear A tablet. Furthermore, during, the 
Mycenaean period on both Crete and the Greek mainland, sealings are clearly used less 
than were sealings in the Minoan period. In addition they are also different in both shape 
and function. They comprise: 1) simple clay labels, inscribed with a word or an ideogram, 
and perhaps attached to wicker baskets containing tablets; and 2) a form of two-hole 
hanging nodule, with Linear B inscriptions referring to the goods that these sealed 
documents accompanied, e.g. animals or vases of various types. The overwhelming 
majority of Mycenaean sealings are the two-hole hanging nodules - either gable-shaped or 
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irrcgular - or combination sealings, a hybrid betwecn an irregular hanging nodule and a 
sealing attached directly to an object. 

In total sealings from Mycenaean sites on Crcte and the mainland amount to about 600 
documcnts, clcarly far fewer than the total number of Minoan sealings and more or less 
comparable to the number from Minoan Zakros. In short, the use of sealings in Linear B 
archivcs is a clearly less important practice than in  thc Lincar A administration. Above all, 
there is no evidcnce for sealings on perishable matcrials - whether parchment, papyrus or 
palm leaves - which are attested by the flat-based nodulcs of the Minoan period. 

From the analysis of the Linear B documcntation it appears evident that thc 
Myccnacans utilised almost exclusively clay as a writing support, recording transactions 
of an economic character, while laws, contracts, litcrature, etc. probably remained in  the 
oral sphere. No votive inscriptions on libation tables as known from the Minoan world 
cxist; nor arc there inscriptions on items of precious metal, stonc, or on scals. That is, the 
Mycenaeans seem to have had a diffcrent conception of writing, solidly anchored to 
administrative purposes, and thus a clear step backwards with respect to the culturally 
superior Minoan world, which rcveals a more modern attitude to writing. 
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CHANGING TECHNOLOGIES AND VALUE IN BRONZE AGE CRETE: 
A MULTIMEDIA PERSPECTIVE 

VALASIA ISAAKIDOU 

The adoption of mctal has long been central to discussions of technological and social 
change in prehistory, and Crete is no exception to this. Models of adoption . .  have shifted 
from rapid to gradual, with a growing corpus of early metalwork, while explanatory 
emphasis has shifted from efficiency to prestige, in line with broad paradigmatic changes 
in  archaeology. Discussion has largely been based, however, on the single dataset of 
surviving metal artefacts, which are subject to acute biases of recycling and selective 
deposition. The present study advocates a ‘multimedia’ approach, which combines the 
evidence of metal artefacts with several complementary datasets: (a) the morphology and 
placement of butchery marks on animal bones as a basis for identifying actual, rather than 
assumed, use of cutting tools; and (b) continuity and change in the use of chipped stone, 
ground stone and bone raw materials and toolkits, between the Cretan Neolithic and 
Bronze Age. All of these complementary datasets are ubiquitous in space and time and 
less prone to the above biases than surviving metalwork. 

For the purposes of the present study, butchery marks were attributed to stone or metal 
tools based on morphological traits established through experimental replication and 
observed under light microscopy. The major such dataset exploited is that derived from 
analysis of the large Neolithic and Bronze Age assemblage from Knossos. To date, cut 
mark analysis suggests that, already in FN, metal cutting tools were used alongside stone 
ones. By EM I, all diagnostic cut marks were inflicted by metal tools, a trend which 
continues throughout the Bronze Age. This pattern is counter-intuitive, given the small 
number of surviving metal knives, especially in scttlement contexts, and the persistence of 
chipped stone throughout the Bronze Age. Whcther or not this proves that metal tools 
substituted other Neolithic toolkits in everyday use, it is more direct evident for the actual 
use of tools than is provided by surviving metal artefacts and the continuous’ presence of, 
especially, obsidian blades. 

Further insights are afforded by exploring the impact of metal tools on other toolkits 
and the histories of bone and stone as raw materials. The dcmise of ground stone axes and 
persistence of grinding and pounding tools after the Neolithic can be most economically 
attributed to considerations of efficiency. On thc contrary, the abandonment of the varied 
and abundant Neolithic worked bone toolkit is not easily explained in practical terms. 
Bone tools continue in use alongside metals in central (e.g. MBA Pefkakia Magoula, 
Thessaly) and northern Greece (e.g. LBA Assiros Toumba, Macedonia). Finally, the un- 
standardized and varied chipped stone industry of the Neolithic gives way to very 
specialized and restricted (in terms of artefact types produced and technological know- 
how) manufacture of prismatic blades in the Bronze Age. Despite the ubiquity of obsidian 
blades on Bronze Age sites, the negative evidence of cut marks shows that these were not 
used for butchery of animal carcasses. This is intriguing, given that the morphology of 
EBA cut inarks implies that early metal knives are not very efficient, and suggests that 
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replacement of obsidian by metal knives was not cntirely driven by functional considcr- 
ations. Thc morphology (fine, fragile) and occasional contextual associations of obsidian 
blades, i n  EBA and LM deposits, strengthen the case made by Cartcr for a special, cvcn 
ritualized role for this material and associated technology in  the Bronze Agc. A similar 
trajectory can bc identified in the case of bone. While bone tools become rare and 
cssentially restricted to a fcw points in Bronze Age settlemcnt sites, non-functional bone 
artefacts appear in  thc EBA, for example, EM-MM bone ring seals and EC palettcs, 
skeuomorphed in ivory and marble, respectively. 

A multimedia analysis of technology and raw material usc shows that several of our 
assumptions about the transition to metal are not supported by the data. Conversely, argu- 
ments for statudprestige-led adoption can be given empirical support. Finally, this new 
evidence implies the manipulation of technology and new materials to rc-formulate valuc 
regimes since the EBA, perhaps pointing to the existencc of an otherwise invisible 
emerging ‘elite’ which manages successfully, not only to control access to materials and 
technological know-how, but also to re-ncgotiate old and ultimately to impose new value 
rcgimcs. Thesc appear to have bcen based not only on the cxotic nature of raw materials, 
but also on the value added through craftsmanship and provenance from sites associated 
with cxtcrnal contacts, prc-cmpting the palatial strategies of craft production in the later 
Bronze Age. 
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SYMBOLS AND SPACES: EXPLORING RITUAL TRANSMISSION 
IN THE BRONZE AGE AEGEAN 

CAMILLA BRIAULT 

This paper summarises new research on the transmission of ritual practices in the Bronze 
Age Aegean. It presents a quantitative methodology for tracking continuity and change in 
ritual practices on Crete, the Greek mainland, the Aegean islands, and Cyprus throughout 
the second millennium BC. In contrast to previous approaches, which often overlook gaps 
in the diachronic record, emphasising continuity in cult practice over very long timescales, 
it is argued that through charting the spatial and tcmporal distributions of cult symbols, 
spaces and objects it is possible to document the spread of ritual practice over time and 
space, and, crucially, to monitor changes in ritual between periods and between regions. 

Beginning with a re-evaluation of previous approaches to Aegean ritual, it is argued 
that the traditional focus on the ‘origins’ of later cult symbols, practices, and deities in 
earlier periods ignores periods of transformation and discontinuity in Aegean ritual 
practice in order to claim the extreme conservatism of ritual as a social practice. This 
paper advocates a new emphasis on how ritual systems are transmitted though time and 
space, and on how and why they change during the transmission process. The 
methodology employed here is informed by research drawn from evolutionary theories of 
cultural transmission; the epidemiology of rcpresentations, or cultural virus theory; and 
the short-term transmission of ritual systems as documented by historical anthropology. 
Such an exploration is appropriate because it seeks to explain the patterning observed in 
the long-term Aegean record. Although the issues emerging from this analysis are 
potentially inherent in other prehistoric ritual systems, since the second millennium BC 
Aegean is not especially unusual in terms of the types of evidence that it presents, this 
particular region and period provides an ideal setting for an archaeology of ritual 
transmission, both because the quantity of data available is so vast, and also because of 
the fine chronological control we now have over a large part of it. 

Quantitative analyses of Aegean cult symbols (e.g. the double axe, horns of consecra- 
tion, sacral knot and figure-of-eight shield), and examinations of specific types of Aegean 
cult space (e.g. peak sanctuaries, cave sanctuaries, lustral basins and pillar crypts) are 
employed in order to determine the extent to which ritual systems remained stable or 
underwent transformation over the course of the second millennium BC. These analyses 
also expose the mechanisms by which ritual practice was transmitted. This study of 
Aegean ritual systems also differs from previous approaches in that it relates periods of 
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stability and flux in ritual practice to the wider social and political changcs scen in the 
Acgean during thc Bronze Age, thereby making morc apparent the role of ritual in  the 
formation, maintcnance and dissolution of Aegean political systems. For cxaniple, i t  is 
argued that the selective adoption of Crctan cult symbols and objects on the Grcek 
mainland during the early Mycenaean period was part of a strategy of legitimisation 
cmploycd by early ruling groups attempting to link themselves with the clite groups of 
Neopalatial Cretc. The subsequcnt rejection of Crctan ritual matcrial culture on thc 
mainland suggests that these groups had found other methods of maintaining political 
dominance. Thus, while thc initial success of mainland elitcs in rising to prornincnce may 
i n  part have derived from their copying very select aspects of the Crctan ritual repertoire, 
these were strategies that were rapidly dispensed with aftcr- the material and symbolic 
profits accruing from thcir functioning had bcen secured. 

Perhaps most importantly, this study demonstratcs that the presence alone of neithcr 
symbols, nor spaces, nor objects is sufficient to ensure the stable and faithful transmission 
of ritual practice over long periods of timc or in  new cultural contcxts. For example, 
although some cult symbols become very popular as painted pottery motifs outside Crete 
towards the end of the Sccond Palacc period, it is not at all clcar that the rituals in which 
thcse vcsscls were used on Crete were also copied outside. The matcrialisation of ritual 
systems through the performance of rituals, employing specific symbolic objects, and 
per-formcd in particular locations, therefore acts as a powerful constraint on thc corrclation 
bctwecn materials and idcas, leaving littlc room for slippage between what is meant and 
what is done. Consequently, it is argued that i t  is only when symbols and objects coalesce 
i n  spatial scttings that thc fidelity of ritual practice is least threatcncd, and the accuratc 
rcproduction of that practicc most assured. 
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SOME THOUGHTS ON KNOSSOS OIL RECORDS COMPARED TO 
M A N  OIL RECORDS 

FRANCOISE ROUGEMONT 

Comparisons of Mycenaean texts and cuneiform documcnts coming from various places 
and dated to different periods have been made since the very decipherment of the Linear 
B script. M. Ventris and J. Chadwick were the first to show the way; already in the first 
edition of Documents in Mycenaean Greek, thcy used parallels taken from 14th century 
Nuzi texts and Alalakh tablets from level IV, as well as Late Bronze Age Ugaritic texts or 
the much older Ur I11 economic documents. The aim of’ this lecture was to show how 
precise comparisons of the Mari sesame oil records (dated to the 18th century, BC) and the 
Knossos Fh series (dated to the 14th century BC) recording olive oil, can shed some light 
on both the very structures of the Knossian series, as well as on some particular records 
previously not fully understood. Both sets of records are dealing with transactions of oil 
intended for craft use (perfume making) or for different types of consumption. 

Linear B documents are very brief records, mostly without chronological indication or 
even complete sentences. The formulae or arrangement of the information on the 
documents are sometimes difficult to understand. The Mari scribes, on the other hand, 
employed a more developed terminology and a wider range of administrative formulae. 
The detailed study of the formulae, on both sites, has enabled the suggestion of some 
interpretations of the administrative typology of Fh records (direction of the transactions, 
i.e. incoming or outgoing products; characterisation of the records: deliveries, receipts, 
disbursements, allocations made to named individuals, records of the location of some oil 
quantities at different peoples’ place or workshop, by the means of the o-pi preposition 
followed by a personal name, a formula also known in wool and textile records), and of 
the status of some named individuals (palace officials, craftsmen responsiblc of various 
transactions, middlemen involved in the delivery of oil to the final recipients). 

The second approach used in  this comparative study was the systematic comparison of 
the quantities of oil involved. In both sets of records, all numerical indications werc 
converted into the smallest unit (V unit for Linear B records, gin unit for the Mari 
records), which made it possible for numerical patterns to emerge. At Knossos, there 
seems to be a numerical correspondence between three records related to the delivery of 
oil to thc palace by different villages, and three records of allocations of oil “to be boiled” 
(Myc. zo-a) made to named individuals. A comparison has been suggested with two series 
of Mari records identified by Fr. Joannbs, in which oil is first sent to an unguent boiler, 
and then delivered by him to the palace in the form of various types of perfumed oil. 

Moreover, at Mari, it seems that the order of magnitude of the recorded oil depends on 
the intended use of the oil. There is a clear difference between large quantities attested in  
the framework of craft activities (mainly perfume making) and small to medium quantities 
intended for various types of consumption (medical uses, body care, culinary uses, rations, 
both individual and collective). One Mari text, M.13182, records oil allocated ‘for the 
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bcllows’. This text sheds an interesting light on onc Knossos tablet, Fh 386, where one or 
several smiths are allocatcd 1 1.2 litres of oil. 

At Mari, oil is frequently allocated ‘for the lamp of‘ a person, or for a part of the 
palace. Dcspite thc fact that the Knossos tcxts record no clear indication regarding lamps, 
i t  is not unlikely that oil, among other possible illuminants, such as beeswax, may have 
bccn uscd for lighting purposes. There seem to bc few traccs of lighting devices in the 
archaeological record for the Myccnaean period. For the objects recorded as such, the 
publications mostly do  not include indications of capacity, which makes it difficult to 
estimate the quantities of oil needed to fill Mycenaean lamps. The Mari texts, howevcr, 
seem to record quite small quantitics for the lamps of individuals. Further investigations 
arc needed in ordcr to complete the study of the archaeological matcrial, since the con- 
frontation of archaeological remains and cpigraphical data is crucial to the understanding 
of a scarce and clliptic written documentation. 
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COMMUNITY, IDENTITY AND REPRESENTATION IN PREPALATIAL 
AND PROTOPALATIAL MESARA 

MARIA RELAKI 

The discussion of social practices in Bronze Age Mesara is generally framed along a sharp 
division between the Prepalatial and palatial periods, with collective social structures 
predominating in the former, while more individual concerns and greater social 
differentiation seem to emerge during the latter. Such a picture, on the one hand reflects 
the nature of the archaeological evidence available, communal burial monuments in the 
Prepalatial period and palatial sites for the later periods, and on the other, even if accurate 
in some respects, it presents a rather broad outlook of social structures in thc Mesara that a 
more detailed investigation of collective and individual social strategies would call into 
question. 

Although collective strategies seem to predominate in  the earlier periods of the history 
of the Mesara, as evidenced in large-scale feasting events dating as early as Final 
Neolithic at Phaistos, and in the collective form of burial in communal tholos tombs from 
the EM1 period onwards, the way these practices are structured and expressed often hints 
at more individual concerns and personal aspirations of the Bronze Age Mesaran inhab- 
itants. Many of these strategies reveal a distinct ‘grouping’ of materials and persons, as is 
evidenced in the concentration of skulls in specific areas in many of the tombs, the 
deposition of metal daggers and other burial goods in distinct groups in specific tombs, 
that can be interpreted as the physical demonstration of membership of particular corp- 
orate groups. This ‘grouping’ tendency can also be seen in feasting assemblages, such as 
that from the Piazzale dei Sacelli in A. Triada: there, both types of drinking vessels (high- 
footed bowl and ring-footed bowl) are paralleled in their large size and therefore potential 
focus on communal consumption, but are occurring in different quantities, indicating 
perhaps distinctions directed more at a group level rather than individual participants. In 
later Prepalatial, such trends become more pronounced as can be noted by the con- 
centration of jugs and cups in different areas of the Camerette in A. Triada. Even though 
distinctions between participants might have become sharper in the later periods, they 
appear to have continued to be articulated at group level. 

Perhaps a stronger evidence of individual concerns during the Prepalatial period is 
exemplified by the introduction and use of seals. Although seals have undeniable links 
with individual persons who presumably owned and used them, their patterns of depos- 
ition in the tholos cemeteries and their iconography hint again at more collective practices 
of representation. While all seals are perforated and were probably worn as an item of 
personal adornment and display, their motifs and often shapes present remarkable 
similarities that would hinder the identification of individual owners. A lot of the seals 
within particular cemeteries share very similar motifs, many to the point of being 
indistinguishable or ‘look-dikes’, others in the form of related variations of a core motif. 
Moreover, the number of seals deposited in the cemeteries is generally smaller than the 
number of burials (even allowing for looting activities), suggesting that not everybody 
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was buried with a seal. Therefore, some scals were probably inheritcd through the gcncr- 
ations, while there is also cvidence for motifs surviving ovcr timc. I t  seems thcreforc that 
scals operated as personal items of display at the sanic time as group emblcms forging 
group identity and solidifying group membership. 

Thc Protopalatial period sees grcatcr differentiations between individual social actors, 
however the practices of collcctive reprcscntation scem to persist. From thc later 
Prcpalatial period and through the Protopalatial, distinct serving and drinking scts 
occurring frequently in thc ccmeteries emphasize the distinction bctween particular groups 
of pcople, despite the dcvelopment and proliferation of individual drinking vcssels. In 
terms of seal use, although there seems to be a larger amount of seals i n  circulation than 
thc Prepalatial, suggesting perhaps more personalised strategies of identification, thcse 
display notablc continuity not only of motifs and iconography, but also ways of USC. A 
large number of motifs derive closcly from Prepalatial examplcs, suggesting that thc 
particular, personal and collective identities charactcristic of corporate groups in  thc 
Prepalatial period might have survived through to the First Palace at Phaistos. Although 
there are clear ‘leading’ scal motifs in  terms of how often they sealcd palatial storerooms, 
and presumably having greater administrativc authority, a significant number of thcse 
have look-alikcs and rclated variant motifs, suggesting that even the structures of 
corporate reprcscntation of the Prepalatial might have continued unchanged to soinc 
degrce. 

It appears then that thc stratcgies of social negotiation in Bronze Age Mesara were 
shaped through an intcrplay of collcctive and pcrsonal identities that organised and 
concretized group mcmbcrship and representation. 
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REGIONALISM AND THE CYPRIOT MIDDLE BRONZE AGE: 
WHAT WAS HAPPENING IN THE WEST? 

A FIRST GLIMPSE FROM KISSONERGA-SIi'ALIA* 

LINDY CREWE 

Early-Middle Cypriot Bronze Age (EC-MC, ca. 2400-1650 BC) settlements have long 
been characterised as displaying pronounced regionalism, manifested almost entirely in 
pottery styles. The reasons for this, and the significancc these technological and stylistic 
choices may have for Cypriot island community identities, have remained poorly 
understood. In addition, the west of the island, thought to be home to a pottery style 
known as Drab Polished ware, has remained archaeologically unexplored during this 
period. As the first settlement to be excavated in western Cyprus, Kissonerga-Skalia is 
important for understanding prehistoric Bronze Age Cyprus and also unique for several 
reasons. An initial exploratory season, undertaken in August 2007, has succeeded in 
establishing that the site has in situ preserved remains and warrants further investigation. 

The transition to the Bronze Age (the Philia facies) sees the transformation of Cypriot 
society, at least partly as a result of contacts with and migration from SW Anatolia. After 
these initial exchanges, Cyprus seemingly chooses to withdraw into isolation until 
contacts with the outside world resume, and steadily grow, from around 1850 BC as long- 
distance exchange in the surrounding Mediterranean begins to flourish. 

The small number of EC-MC sites excavated to date reveal a broadly shared island- 
wide ideology and material culture. Shared attributes include small-scale copper working, 
resourcc exploitation (including cattle, reintroduced to the island in the Philia facies), 
rectilinear agglomerate architecture, and modes of food preparation and textile production. 
These settlements appear to conform to a model of small, agrarian communities, located 
inland in arable valleys away from the coast, seemingly reflecting an insular, village- 
based society. The first scason at Kissonerga-Skalia has revealed that the site.shares some 
of the typical EC-MC features but with some extremely important differences, one of 
which is thc site's prime coastal location, commanding a view of the surrounding area 
midway up a gentle slope leading to the sea, 300m to the southwest. 

Although the presence of other coastal EC-MC sites may be conjectured, based upon 
the proximity of cemeteries for which no settlement has been found (eg. Lapithos-Vrysi 
tou Barba and Bellapais-Vounous), these are located in the inaccessible north of the 
island, underlic modern villages or have been destroyed by the rapid pace of coastal 
development on Cyprus. In addition to possible differences in resource exploitation (the 
2007 season has already revealed quantities of crab and shcllfish), coastal settlements may 
be differently organised. A wall of rubble construction far exceeding either Chalcolithic or 
EC-MC dimensions was revealed in Trench G in 2007. Further investigation is required 
before conclusions may be drawn as to its date or purpose but it is clearly not a standard 
domestic structure, as is probably the case for the buildings revealed in nearby Trench D. 

* The 2007 season was funded by a British Academy Small Research Grant and the University of Manchester. 
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Excitingly, during the 2007 season a bent pin or earring was found within the ashy f i l l  o f a  
pit underlying a collapsed plastercd burnt structure in  Trench B. The object is currently 
awaiting conservation in the Cyprus Museum, after which the debris will be exported to 
the British Museum for analysis. Macroscopic examination indicates that the material is 
almost certainly silver and therefore an import to Cyprus from either Anatolia or the 
Acgcan. The southwest coast of the island is ideally positioned to take advantage of carly 
trade opportunities with the west and it seems reasonable to conjecture that thc precocious 
coastal positioning of Kissoncrga-Skalia may indicate a more outward-looking 
community than those attested at other excavated EC-MC settlements. 

The pottery at Kissonerga-Skalia is (as expected) primarily Drab Polished warc, with 
additional material manufactured from the same non-calcareous clays but with a Red 
Polished appcarance and some earlier Philia wares which may be residual from the neigh- 
bouring Chalcolithic-Philia settlement of Kissoncrga-Mosphilia. One of my aims is to 
explore the meaning of these technological/stylistic differences/similarities in  terms of 
local and island-wide community interaction and identities. Were the occupants of EC- 
MC Kissonerga signalling their wider affiliation with the rest of Cyprus or attempting to 
assert their distinctiveness? What was the nature of EC-MC community interactions? 
Initial results of the 2007 season are extremely promising for future work and dcmonstratc 
the potential of the site to inform on both local and island-wide responses, and also 
international relations. 
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FUNERARY MEALS AT THE LH I SHAFT GRAVES AT LERNA’ 

MICHAEL LINDBLOM 

The finds recovered by John Caskey and his team in  the 1950’s from the fill of the two 
Shaft Graves at Lerna constitute the bulk of material assigned to Phase VI at the site. 
Nearly 1000 fragmentary vessels were found together with a large number of animal 
bones and some miscellaneous finds. The entire ceramic assemblage dates to the mature to 
late phase of LH I, contemporary or slightly later than the final destruction horizon at 
Akrotiri. Except for two LH I cups and a few human bones, both grave compartments 
were found empty of interments and funerary offerings. Joining sherds in the two fills 
further suggest that the graves were opened at the same timc. A small cache of LH IIIA2 
early pottery found in a niche some distance down in the fill of Shaft Grave 2 is the only 
evidence as to when the careful exhumation could have taken place. Based on the 
extremely homogenous nature of the ceramic material from the fills, the two graves were 
apparently backfilled again after the removal of the bodies. Although the graves had been 
disturbed and lack interments, the finds from the fill offer information on early 
Mycenaean mortuary customs and the definition of LH I in ceramic terms. 

The very large number of vessels from the fills cannot have been funerary offerings in 
an ordinary sense. But in several important respects, the ceramic assemblage also deviates 
from the normal repertoire of vessels found in contemporary settlements. More than every 
second vessel had been imported from the fortified settlement of Kolonna on Aegina. 
Mycenaean decorated shapes intended for drinking and pouring were eight times more 
common than at contemporary Asine and Tsoungiza. Although of NE Peloponnesian 
origin according to NAA analyses, their pedigrees are most likely found at MM 111-LM IA 
Kastri on Kythera. Coupled with the remains of animal bones, i t  is argued, the vessels 
were used during one or possibly two funerary meals held in connection with the original 
burial(s). The practice of eating and drinking close to MH and Mycenaean graves is amply 
attested from the Greek mainland. The scale of the event and the relative completeness of 
the remains, however, make the assemblage from the Lerna graves especially interesting. 

The meal took place in a setting that could be recognised and reconciled with values 
embraced by most people around the Argive Plain. The sharing of food and drinks was 
surely one of the most basic ideas of what a community is all about. But while striking a 
familiar tenet, the happening also conveyed other ideas. Meat from minimally 33 sheep, 
27 pigs and 8 cattle was roasted and cooked. Wine was served in vessels of which many 
were of a new kind and rarely used in day-to-day activities. The ritual destruction and 
deposition of all the vessels in the graves together with the deceased also marked the 

* A similar presentation, but with emphasis on thc Aeginetan imports in the graves, is found in M. Lindblom, 
‘Early Mycenaean mortuary meals at Lerna VI with special emphasis on their Aeginetan components’, in 
F. Felten, W. Gauss and R. Smetana (eds.), Aginn-Kolunna. Furschungen und Ergehnisse 1. Middle Helladic 
pottery and synchronism (Vienna 2007) 115-35. INSTAP graciously funded two study season of the Lerna VI 
material. The Fund of Enbom financed petrographic and chemical analyses of pottery from thc Shaft Graves. 
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lcngth to which thc sponsors had gone to mark the occasion. The funerary meals at Lerna 
thus offered ways to transform cconomic surpluses such as agricultural products and 
imported vessels of high quality into social and political currencics that could be used on a 
local or rcgional scale to furthcr individual or groups self-intercst. 

Thc efforts by this elite group at Lerna VI had limited or no cffect on the political 
geography of the rnaturc Mycenaean period. For reasons not cntirely clear to us today, the 
rcgional role played by Lerna during the EBA and MBA changed. Old coastal networks 
with scttlements such as Kastri and Kolonna were still functioning in LH I, but only two 
or three gcnerations later, they had apparently lost much of their role. With the 
cstablishrnent of ncw pottery workshops on the mainland producing large amounts of 
decorated vessels on the fast wheel, like Berbati close to Myccnac, the demand of 
Aeginetan vessels decreased. Also, the colonisation of‘ inland valley system late in the MH 
period, at places like Tsoungiza, Zygouries and Ayia Irini in the Phlius valley, possibly 
offered ncw opportunities for an inland scttlernent like Mycenae to exploit and extract 
agricultural resources in the region. 
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THE RISE TO COMPLEXITY OF A PRE-PALATIAL SOCIETY: 
THE MH SETTLEMENT OF ASPIS AT ARGOS 

ANNA PHILIPPA-TOUCHAIS AND GILLES TOUCHAIS 

The Middle Helladic period is traditionally considered to be characterised by material 
austerity, cultural isolation, and absence of overt social differentiation; important changes 
only occur at the vcry end of the period. However, in several recent studies there appears a 
clear tendency to change this stereotypical picture. In papers presented to the Mycenaean 
Seminar in March 2001 (BICS 45 [2001] 182-84), S. Voutsaki and J. Wright argued that 
changes at the end of the MH period did’not happen suddenly but that seeds of the MH 
developments could be discerned in prior phases. Archaeological data from the MH settle- 
ment of Aspis at Argos seem to confirm this new argument. 

Excavations on the summit of Profitis Ilias or Aspis hill, conducted by the French 
School at Athens in 1903-04 (W. Vollgraff) and in 1974-1990 (G. Touchais), uncovered 
remains of many MH houses as well as traces of two MH successive enclosures. The more 
recent excavations established the stratigraphical sequence of the scttlement. Five main 
occupation phases were discerned: Aspis I, dating to the Final Neolithic, Aspis 11, I11 and 
IV, dating to the MH, and Aspis V, dating to the Hellenistic period. 

Architectural evidence from the MH phases indicates important changes in the lay-out 
of the settlement through time. During the earliest MH phase (Aspis 11, MH 1-11), the 
architectural record is deficient. However, in the next phase (Aspis 111, M.H IIIA), the 
existence of houses of different plan and size, as well as the presence of a strong, labour- 
intensive wall delimitating space (inner enclosure) indicate some degree of social 
differentiation. During the final MH phase (Aspis IV, MH IIIBLH I), the settlement is 
more densely inhabited and carefully delimited by concentric building complexes and 
retaining walls, and very probably by an exterior circuit wall. The most impressive 
construction is the row of oblong buildings surrounding the edge of the settlement. The 
perfectly symmetrical plan of this compact complex and its particular location suggest that 
it was constructed according to a deliberate plan and was intended not only to control 
circulation but also to strengthen thc protection of the settlement. The considerable seg- 
mentation of space by means of successive physical limits, with emphasis on the central 
area, implies social differentiation. In addition, the overall fortress-like character of the 
settlement might reflect a manifestation of power and prestige display, probably as a 
reaction to the changes in the ranking order of settlements and the emergence of new 
centres in the Argolid. The growing competition and the emergence of rivalries between 
the various sites in the plain, as seen in the sudden rise of Mycenae, should have played an 
important role in the defensive arrangements of Aspis. 

Evidence from the mortuary practices at Aspis also stresses the rise of social 
complexity. Amongst the architectural remains 16 MH graves came to light, belonging to 
neonates but mostly to adults. The stratigraphical evidence indicates that they date to the 
first and the second MH phases of the settlement (MH I-IUIIIA). As we have argued 
elsewhere, the intramural burial practice seems to be connected with ‘simRle’ forms of 
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social organisation and reflect loose cominunal rules and institutions. In thcse ‘simple’ 
social forms, which are not without any form of differentiation, the role of the house, thc 
family relations and the ancestral referenccs are particularly stressed. We believe thercfore 
that kinship was the main structuring principle in the MH I-WIIIA periods. In the final 
MH period, the transfer of burials outside the settlemcnt, the creation of organised 
ccmeteries and the appearance of elaborate mortuary practices are in accordance with the 
prevalence of more complex forms of social organisation and more strict and standardised 
communal rules and institutions. In thcse more complex social forms the emphasis shifts 
from family to collective relations, from individual to collective identity and from kin to 
status ‘as the main criterion of social categorisation’ according to Voutsaki. 

Intercsting evidence is also offered by the material record. The presence of valuable 
items in  the earliest phases of the settlement (high quality imported wares, namely 
Aeginetan Matt-painted and ‘Minoanising’ pottery) clearly indicates the existence of an 
early MH exchange network where Aspis was actively operating. These items also 
confirm the existence of some degree of social complexity during the early periods of 
Aspis. On the other hand, the higher percentage of local pottery in the latest phase and the 
decrease of imported wares contrast with the evidence from other MH settlements, where 
imports increase towards the end of thc MH. This strategy of strengthening local tradition 
may imply a kind of claiming of the indigenous identity and values against the influx of 
Minoan influence. 
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MINOAN PALACES AND POLITIES: A VIEW FROM MALIA 

JEAN-CLAUDE POURSAT 

Along with Knossos and Phaistos, Malia is one of the three Minoan sites where a monum- 
ental building with central court - a palace - appears towards the beginning of the 2nd 
millennium and continues until the end of LM I, around 1450 BC. It is also, along with 
Knossos, the only site where the three pre-Hellenic scripts, Cretan Hieroglyphic, Linear A 
and Linear B, are all represented. Malia therefore allows us to follow, in parallel with 
Knossos, the evolution of Minoan political systems. 

Ideas about ancient states, territories, centralisation, political power and regionalism 
have come under renewed scrutiny. It is in these new frameworks that the history of 
Minoan Malia must be re-evaluated: the case of Malia has been abundantly used in recent 
studies, either because of its specific and unique features in the Protopalatial period, or 
because of the stark contrast the site offers with Knossos in the Neopalatial. 

Four aspects of the history of Malia during the Bronze Age relate to some of the 
broader questions concerning Minoan palaces and polities: 

1 )  The rise of the Minoanpalaces. Compared with the deep pasts at Phaistos and Knossos, 
Malia is relatively late in its first occupation (in EM 11) and a modest site in  the Prepalatial 
period. At the beginning of MM IB, the birth of the palace is a kind of revolution rather 
than the result of an evolution, and could be the direct consequence of the site’s 
involvement in maritime exchange networks to the East. 

2)  The relations between palaces and territories. Even if cultural markers have suggested 
the existence of a very large Malia-Lasithi state extending as far as Myrtos Pyrgos and 
Chamaizi, these cultural boundaries probably do not correspond to political territories, and 
Malia can be defined more as a city-state, a palatial town with limited territory. 

3 )  The political structure in the Neopalatial period. The possibility of a politically united 
Crete, under the leadership of Knossos, has often been evoked. Even if Malia had been 
able to maintain her independence during MM 111, it seems hard to escape the conclusion 
that Malia was a dependency of Knossos during the LM phase. Although this is the major 
phase of construction on the site, there is no sign of any maritime activity, nor a single 
archival document from either palace or town; both architecture and pottery tend to show 
that the LM IA reconstruction at Malia could have been a Knossian initiative. 

4) The role of Malia in the Mycenaean kingdom of Crete. After a limited reoccupation in 
LM 11-IIIA1, Malia seems to profit, as do many other Cretan towns, from the decline of 
Knossos after the 1370 destruction. A new building in  Quartier Nu is particularly 
important, as it is the only place at Malia where stirrup jars bearing painted inscriptions in 
Linear B have been discovered. These vases are well known on the mainland (Mycenae, 
Tiryns, Thebes), where they were exported from Crete. They indicate, as well as two jar 
stoppers with seal impressions from Epsilon and Nu, that Malia inserted herself in the 
Mycenaean ‘palatial’ trade network of LM IIIA2-B, which stretched from Knossos and 
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Chania to thc mainland palaces. The site, partially destroyed around 1250, is thcn aband- 
oned around 1200, its population migrating to rcfuge sites such as Karphi on the edge of 
the Lasithi mountains. 


